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Abstract 

This paper presents a model of representation of linguistic knowledge and tools to manipulate and to maintain 
such knowledge. The system BDContext which supports linguistic data acquisition is described as well as the 
language Ltext. This language dedicated to identifying complex patterns combines lexical markers and text 
structure constraints. Some applications for text filtering  are succinctly described.  

1. Introduction 

Linguistic knowledge is more and more used by textual analysis systems in order to identify specific 
patterns of information by means of through textual clues. This identification, which uses mainly lexical 
data and text structure, relies on the following hypothesis: it is possible to assign a “ value ” such as a 
named entity, a date, an event, etc. at such patterns. Most systems rely on cascading finite state 
automata or transducers to perform such tasks and they are used in a lot of applications: information 
extraction (Appelt, 1993), MUC-6 (1995), MUC-7 (1999), retrieval information and technological 
development (Senellart, 1998), automatic abstracting (Masson, 1998),  (Marcu, 1997).            

Our purpose is to design and to develop software components, easy to use by linguists, which offer 
various means of scanning through texts. First, these components provide basic possibilities to search 
patterns but, more importantly, they furnish the means to carry out this scanning by taking different 
textual scopes into account, like sentences, paragraphs, sections and finally, the whole text. Second, 
they offer the possibility to capitalize these identified data at upper levels. 

Our research takes place in the project Filtext and the ContextO workstation developed by the LaLIC 
team. This project has been underway for several years and aims to identify semantic information in 
texts to extract relevant sentences. The contextual exploration method has been designed (Desclès & al., 
1991, 1997) in order to suggest concepts and a methodology to build a linguistic data base. Several 
applications such as identification of causal actions in technical texts (Garcia, 1998), identification of 
causal relations between situations (Jackiewicz, 1998), identification of definitions (Cartier, 2000), 
automatic abstracting (Berri, 1996), have shown the practical relevance of this approach. Let us give an 
example: phrasal units like “nous tenons à souligner”, “nous tenons principalement à souligner”, 
“nous insistons sur le fait que” must be identified as conveying the same kind of discursive act, that is 
to say, “ author underlining ”. To do such identifications, a linguist must have the use of tools which 
provide means: to identify broken units like “nous tenons… à souligner”, to classify lexical markers and 
to design complex patterns with a powerful language. With this language, it should be possible to take 
the position of the textual markers into account as well as their textual context, then to assign a label at 
a textual segment, and finally, to capitalize this knowledge in order to run a specific task like writing an 
abstract (Minel, 2000) or building a network of terms (Le Priol, 1999). 

In this paper, we describe in details the model of representation and the management system of 
linguistics knowledge, and the language Ltext (Ben Hazez, 2000) we have designed to build some 
complex linguistics patterns. The reader will find more details about Filtext in (Crispino & al., 1999), 
(Minel & al., 2000). 



2. Managing linguistic knowledge: the system BDContext 

Our hypothesis is that linguistics knowledge has to be organized for a specific task of textual filtering. 
From our point of view, a task is characterized by a goal and uses a specific linguistic data base, which 
is made of class of composed markers and of contextual exploration rules. It must be emphasized that 
such data base is non domain dependent. Consequently, the management system BDContext (Ben 
Hazez, 1999) has been designed like a generic tool supporting acquisition and development tasks. 
BDContext relies on a modular organization which supports both managing tasks and also provides 
means to develop cooperation between several user defined tasks. A task T is an autonomous object 
made of a linguistic data base and a process which describes treatments of the task T. In other words, 
the goal of this process is user dependant. 

2.1 General software architecture of BDContext 

BDcontext (Figure 1) provides means, which rely on the concept of the contextual exploration method, 
to create and to deploy linguistics knowledge. In other words, building and maintaining several multi-
users multi-lingual linguistics data bases, sharing and reusing such data-bases between different tasks. 
In order to do so, we have distinguished two aspects in the design process: first, the design of lexical 
data and patterns; secondly, the design of treatments. 

In order to comply with industrial standards, we have chosen to use UML1, Java and a Data Base 
Management System (DBMS) to develop BDcontext.  The DBMS is in charge of the maintenance of 
data integrity, the indexing and searching process and security access. All processing tasks are 
encapsulated in a Java API2, which dialogs with the DBMS through the gateway JDBC3. This 
conception facilitates the integration and the sharing of tools of textual mining in other applications like 
syntactic parsers, terminological extracting tools, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: General Software Architecture of BDContext. 

                                                   
1 UML (Unified Modeling Language) is the standard chosen by the Object Management Group (OMG). 
2 Application Programming Interface. 
3 JDBC stands for Java Database Connectivity. 
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2.2 Designing linguistics data 

In this section we present, with some simplifications, a user view of the representation model of 
linguistics data. The description and the data recording is carried out in the following successive steps: 

−  Data base declaration: <Data Base Name> <Language> <Domain>  

Each data base is characterized by a name, a language, and a domain of application (which is not a 
domain of knowledge).  

−  Task declaration: <Task Name> <Upper Task> < Data Base Name >  

A task can be made of several tasks;  this is a way to decompose a task into more simple tasks and 
to reuse existing tasks. 

−  Pattern declaration: <Pattern> <Class Name> <Category> 

A pattern describes how different lexical, grammatical and morphological units must be combined 
to correspond to the declared class. A pattern can belong to several classes and have different 
morphosyntaxic categories. The attribute <Pattern> is designed with Ltext which is not dependant 
of the analyzed  language (cf. section3). 

−  Class declaration: < Class Name > <Upper Class> <Label> < Task Name >. 

To each class, it is possible to associate a pair made of a task and a label. With this declaration, a 
linguist will be able to assign a label, like for instance “ author underlining ”,as well as part-of-
speech tag, to a textual segment which contains an occurrence of a identified class. If a class has 
different meanings, one or several rules will be used to solve the indeterminacy (cf. rule 
declaration). 

−  Rule declaration: <Rule name> < Class Name > <Condition> <Decision> < Task Name > 

A rule is a way to take the textual context of a pattern into account to solve indeterminacy due to 
word polysemy. In the part <Condition>, a user will be able to express heuristics which combine 
lexical and textual clues (Desclés, 1991).  

2.3 Designing treatments 

As we have previously said, treatments are encapsulated in a API Java made of several reusable 
modules. Two kinds of generic treatments are offered to a user : 

- Management of linguistic data : inserting, updating and searching a piece of linguistic data with 
different criteria;  

- Text filtering : segmentation in sentences (Mourad, 1999), identification of patterns in one or 
several texts, semantic labeling, filtering textual segments relying on semantic labeling, etc.  

We have succinctly described the model of treatment to illustrate the different possibilities usable by an 
end-user or other applications. A typical treatment starts first by the choice of a data base then goes on 
by the choice of the relevant tasks. 

2.4 User interfaces 

As it is shown in figures 2 and 3, user interfaces provide basic tools to control, to sort, to look up, to 
filter, etc., and more sophisticated ones to query  and to check the coherence of linguistic data. Figure 2 
shows a view of different tables used to insert and to manage linguistic data. The right hand lower table 
in this figure displays the task “ résumé ” chosen by the user to process French texts. The upper left 
hand table displays some composed markers used by this task, for example  “ pour récapituler ” and 
their respective classes “&Crecap1.10”.  



 

Figure 2: User interface to create and to manage linguistic data. 

 

Figure 3: Example of outputs.  

 

The adjacent table displays the function of these classes and the last table displays some rules using 
these classes to identify relevant sentences in order to build abstracts. Figure 3 shows an example of 
outputs of the automatic abstracting task. Relevant sentences are displayed with the identified markers 
“ examine ”, and the class of each marker “ &Caction-enonc2.1 ”.  It is also possible to display the list 
of sentences which contain a specific linguistic pattern or a class of patterns, as well as some statistical 
data about token frequencies, etc.  



3. Designing patterns with Ltext 

Automata and transducer are powerful tools used to search patterns through texts (Roche & Schabes, 
1997), (Karttunen & al., 1996), (Habert & al., 98). For example, MtSeg, built for the Multext project 
(Véronis & Khouri, 1995) and INTEX (Silberztein, 1993) have been used to create linguistic resources 
and to process texts. On the one hand, designing an automata or a regular expression calls for the 
explicit declaration of all the sequences of characters that a user wants to identify, and it is often 
necessary to write a lot of cascading  transducers and to manage priorities between them. On the other 
hand, a serious pitfall of such systems is their “ black box ” conception, that is to say, they process an 
input file and provide an output file, offering no possibilities to plug in a user task.  Whereas a linguist 
needs to design a lot of patterns, to describe complex ones (for example broken forms with distance and 
position constraints), and to organize and to maintain them. Furthermore, such patterns must take 
different levels of text structure (sentence, paragraph, sections, … ) into account, i.e. searching co-
presence of expressions with the pattern. The language Ltext has taken such needs into account and it 
offers three declarative complementary levels integrated into one identification process: i) the textual 
segment <S> in which a pattern is searched; ii) the linguistic pattern <E> which describes components 
of a pattern; and iii) the conditions <C> associated at a pattern, which specify contextual and no-
contextual constraints. 

3.1 Structuring of a textual segment “ S ” 

The description of textual pattern (cf. the following paragraph) uses a formal and dynamic 
representation of the analyzed document. This representation describes the result of the segmentation 
process which builds a structural representation of the document, based on some heuristics and/or XML 
tags. A document <D> is formally represented as following: 

D = { S1  S2  S3 …  Sm }: vector of processed segments (for example, sentences) 

|D| = m: document size i.e. number of segments 

HeadDoc, EndDoc: refers respectively to the first and last segment of D 

A segment <S> refers either to a word, a noun phrase or a verb phrase, sentence, a paragraph, a section 
or to the whole document: 

S = { U1  U2  U3 …  Ui  Ui+1 …  Uj …  Un }: vector of indivisible units (“ words ” or “ tokens ”). 

|S| = n: segment size i.e. number of tokens 

HeadSeg, EndSeg: refers respectively to the first and last segment of S. 

An indivisible unit <U> is represented like a sequence of characters : U = { u1  u2 …  uk }.  

With this representation it is possible to describe different levels of segmentation of a text. By default, a 
text is represented like a vector of sentences.  

3.2 Specification of a linguistic pattern  “ E ” 

Formatting linguistic pattern:  being given the previous representation of a document <D>, textual 
segments <S>  and indivisible units <U>, a set of operators will be use to specify different kinds of 
pattern <E> in combining several forms: 

- The simple forms are indivisible units (for example aujourd’hui ).  

- The morphemes (“ prefixes ”, “ affixes ”, “ suffixes ”) are string of characters included in simple 
forms. The meta-character “ * ” denotes this operator. 

- The unbroken forms are made of sequences of simple forms separated by the “ space ” operator (for 
example, “ cet article présente ” is made of three simple forms). 

- The broken forms are made of simple forms separated by all sorts of indivisible units. The meta-
character “ + ” denotes this operator (for example, the pattern “ chercher + à ” matches any textual 



segment which contains these two simple forms separated by an indefinite number of indivisible 
units).  

The meta-characters “ | ”  can be used to express alternation and parenthesis “ () ”  to indicate priorities. 
For example, the pattern “ contribuer|participer ” will match all occurrences of the verbs contribuer or 
participer, and the pattern “ (contribuer|participer) à ” will match expressions of the phrasal verbs 
contribuer à or participer à. 

We have identified several expressions like dates, proper nouns, etc., to which we have assigned pre-
defined classes denoted by a meta-character  “ # ” put before the name of the class. The table 1 shows 
some example of pre-defined classes:  

 
Code Explanation Examples 

#VIDE Nil symbol   
#TOK Simple form   
#BD Opening tag <s> 
#BF Closing tag </s>  
#PONCT Punctuation : ! , ? -; 
#DATE Date 12 Dec.1999,  12/12/99 
#NP Proper noun  Académie des Sciences de Bulgarie,  

J.-P. Desclés 
#ENUM Enumeration  a), 1.2) 
#NB Number  1000, quatre, IV 
#ABREV Abbreviation  Fig., c.a.d, 
… . …  … . 

Tableau 1: example of pre-defined classes 

The pre-defined class #VIDE is useful to denote an optional or elided element. For example, the pattern 
“ il apparaît (également | #VIDE) nécessaire ” will be used to find out occurrences of “ il apparaît 
nécessaire or  “  il apparaît également nécessaire ”. The pre-defined class #TOK stands for any token. 
For example, the pattern “  il apparaît #TOK nécessaire ” will be used to find out any expressions 
allowing only one word inserted between the verb “  apparaît ” and the adverb “ nécessaire ”.  

All pre-defined classes have been organized in a hierarchy, with hypernym links. For example, the class 
#NB is the root class of pre-defined classes #RO (roman numbers), #DI (digital numbers), #LI (literal 
numbers), etc. The utilization of the upper class automatically implies the search of any descendants of 
such class. For example, the pattern #NB will find out any kind of numbers.  

All classes defined by a user are prefixed by the meta-character “ & ” and it is possible to build 
complex patterns using such classes. For example, the pattern “ il &être + &Modal que ” will find out 
any sequences of potentially broken forms, such as: “ il est … possible que, il est probable que, …  ” 
etc, knowing that the class &être represents the different conjugated forms of the verb être and the class 
&Modal represents the simple forms of adverbs “ possible, probable, évident, indiscutable, hors de 
doute, … ” 

3.3 Specification of conditions “ C ”  

It is sometimes useful to specify constraints on the units or classes which compose a pattern (distance, 
co-occurrence, relative positions, etc.), as well as on the context which surrounds the pattern  
occurrence. Conditions <C> provide a way to express such constraints. We are going to explain how to 
build conditions <C>. 

A pattern E of size k is formally represented by a vector of simple forms (e1 , e2 , … , ek )  consequently 
each form ei can be referred to by its rank i. For example, in the pattern “ en conclusion ”, the value of 
the rank of the form “ en ” is 1 and for the form “ conclusion ” the value is 2. Thanks to these values a 
user specifies conditions on the localization on a form in a textual context in using pre-defined functions 
which are: 

PositionSeg(position): specifies the localization of the textual segment in the document D where 
position is a pair of integers which refers of the beginning and the end of the document; 



PositionExpr(position): specifies the localization of occurrences of the pattern in textual segment 
where position is a pair of integers which refers to the beginning and the end of the textual segment;  

TypeSeg(type): specifies the kind of the textual segment where to carry out the search of the pattern, 
like a title, an enumeration, …   

DistMax(ei , ej , distance)  et  DistMin(ei , ej , distance): specifies respectively the minimal and the 
maximal distance, expressed in numbers of tokens, between two elements of the pattern. Let us take an 
example to illustrate the interest of this function. Let be &verbe-etat3 a class of verbs like {paraît, 
demeure, semble, … } and &Aimportant a class of adverbs like {capital, essentiel, considérable, 
important, nécessaire,… }. A condition like DistMax(1 , 2, 5) associated with the pattern &verbe-etat3 
+ &Aimportant  carries out a search where at most 5 tokens separate the verb and the adverb. It is also 
possible to specify an interval to a minimal and a maximal constraint between two elements of pattern.  

Prefixe(Expr), Suffixe(Expr) and Affixe(Expr): checking in the pattern if an expression “Expr” is a 
prefix, a suffix or an affix. For example, this is a way to determine the nature of a proper noun of the 
class #NP by checking a preceding title or a prefix (Mr. J.-P. Desclès) for personal names, or a suffix 
(Hepplewhite Inc., Hepplewhite Corporation,… ) for company names, etc. 

RechercherExpr(Expr, BorneInf, BorneSup): checking if the expression “Expr” is present in a 
textual segment where “BorneInf” refers to the lowest boundary and “BorneSup” the upper one of this 
segment. For a pattern E made of k simple forms, complex boundary are described in using the 
following variables: 

N=1,2,… k refers to the rank of simple form of E; 

HeadSeg, EndSeg refers respectively to the first and the last textual segment S; 

HeadDoc, EndDoc refers respectively to the first and the last segment of document D ; 

E-n refers to n left positions of E; 

E+n refers to n right positions of E ; 

S-n refers to the segment of rank n ahead of the being processed segment S ; 

S+n refers to the segment of rank n after the being processed segment S . 

For instance, searching a co-presence of an expression in the left or right context of the pattern 
(relatively to the current segment) is respectively described by the following conditions: 
RechercherExpr(“ expr ”, DebutSeg, E-1) and RechercherExpr(“ expr ”, E+1, FinSeg). A condition 
such as RechercherExpr(“ expr ”, S-1, S-1) carries out searching through the preceding segment. 

It is also possible to exploit the text hierarchy in using generic boundaries, such as X-n or X+n where X 
matches paragraph tag <p>, section tag <h>, title tag <t>, etc. Furthermore, logical operators can be 
used to combine these functions as shown in the following grammar where <C> stands for any 
conditions and <CE> stands for elementary conditions : 

<C>  :: =  (<CE>) | <CE> | (<CE> AND <C>) | (<CE> OR <C>) | (NOT <C>) 
<CE>::=  PositionExpr(pos) | PositionSeg(pos) | TypeSeg(type) |  DistMax(ei  , ej , distance)
  | DistMin(ei  , ej , distance) | Prefixe(Expr) | Suffixe(Expr) | Affixe(Expr) 

| RechercherExpr(Expr, BorneInf, BorneSup)  

Let us take an example to show the possibility of language Ltext. Let be classes &verbe-etat3 {paraît, 
demeure, semble, est, reste… }, &article {le, la, les, un, une, des} and &preposition {à, de, en, par, 
pour, contre, sur,… }. The pattern “ &verbe-etat3 + &article ” associated with the condition 
“ (DistMax(1,2,5) AND (NOT(RechercherExpr(&preposition,1,2)))) ” will find out the broken 
sequences like “ est… un, ”, “ reste… un ” where at most 5 tokens separate the verb and the article and 
no prepositions appear between them.  



4. Applications for text filtering 

Each text filtering task T declared in the data base is made of set of patterns {E1  E2  E3 …  En } which are 
put together in classes { C1  C2  C3 …  Ck }. Applying a task on a document is equivalent to searching the 
union of all sequences defined by the patterns of this task. In other words, the language L(T) defined by  
the task T is the union of languages specified by each of expressions L(E1),… ,L(En). Consequently, text 
filtering is formally equivalent to a query of filtering tasks {T1  T2 …  Tm }. Some examples of tasks are 
given below. 

Semantic filtering:  

This task provides extracts or abstracts of texts made of sentences extracted from the analyzed text. It 
relies on sub-tasks which identifies definitions, thematic announcements, recapitulations (Cartier, 1997), 
etc. As we previously said, a set of contextual exploration rules exploits the identified patterns to solve 
contextual indeterminacy. The data base contains approximately 10 000 forms and 250 rules. The task 
SEEK-JAVA (Le Priol, 1999) identifies semantic relations between concepts like localization relations 
(&être à l’intérieure de), “ingredience” relations (&faire + partie + de), etc. The development of other 
tasks are underway like identifications of citations (Mourad, 2000) as well as identification of links 
between textual parts and images of a given document (Benhami, 1999). 

Extracting named entity: Relying on pre-defined classes like dates, proper nouns, etc., identified from 
typographic and morphologic clues, this task identifies named entities. For example, the table 4 shows 
some identification of some complex proper nouns carried out in combining the search of the class #NP 
with some forms like de la , de, du, des, …  This research is currently underway and the purpose (Ben-
Hazez, 2000) is first, to identify more complex patterns and, secondly to type each identified entity 
(name of a person, of a company, temporal expressions, units of measurements, etc). The typing process 
relies on some features of the pattern like prefixes or suffixes combined with the search of 
complementary clues, which must be present in the textual context (d’après, selon, cité par,… ), and 
others classes of common first names, major places names, major companies, etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4:  Examples of complex French proper nouns. 

5. Conclusion 

We have succinctly depicted the model of representation of linguistic knowledge and we have put the 
stress on the interest of this modeling: providing the user with powerful means to manipulate linguistic 
markers data base dedicated to texts filtering. We have also emphasized the importance of building a 
language to express complex patterns which take textual structures into account.  The notion of task 
offers the user a way to capitalize identifications carried out for different levels of a text.  

Such tools suppose to build linguistic markers data base and our current research aims at providing 
knowledge acquisition support tools to assist a linguist involved in this building process. For example, 
tools generating, from example of patterns and other linguistic resources (EuroWordnet), potential 
relevant variants and offering visual interface to check and to modify them. Furthermore, such tools 
have been designed to be non-dependent language, consequently works in English and Spanish are 
underway. 
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